Version 181
What’s new

Newly added features:
RISCO protocol
Adding and implementing Risco alarm and sensors

New improvements on existing features:
-

Completely removed settings in the controller when RISCO and/or PIMA device is
removed

-

Update in the timer’s limit to 1440 minutes (24 hrs.) for right to left languages

-

Improved Bitwise module, set to be disabled by default
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RISCO protocol
Connecting Touchwand products to RISCO Alarm
RISCO Alarm system connection to Wanderfull controller is visible in Alarm submenu under
Settings tab and available for editing only for users with technician privileges!
The user with Administrator permissions will be able to arm, disarm and reconnect the unit
as seen in the picture below.

To install Risco click on the Settings tab located at the bottom right of the application. RISCO
settings can be added and edited in the Settings tab under the Alarm sub menu.
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Click on the Add Risco button. At this moment RISCO alarm system is not connected and its
status is Disabled not mounted. After clicking this button, check Enable connection box. The
user should enter the IP address, port, password and upload a CSV file. Then click on the
Save button.

Once connected, Risco initial status is disarmed. To arm the alarm, click on the Arm button
located below the unit’s status.
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Every time the user would like to disarm the alarm, the user must enter a password. For
example, in the Setting tab click on the Disarm button. Another form appears where the
password should be entered.
-

Disarming Risco in the Settings tab

-

Disarming Risco in the Dashboard
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Once the unit is added, Risco will appear in the Units list with the rest of the devices. The
user is able to control the unit, view its status (disarmed or armed), assign to a room, add
to group or mark as favorite.

In the Units tab click on the Add unit button in order to add a Risco sensor. In the new form,
select the Risco sensor then select the type (RISCO Doors & windows, RISCO motion sensor,
RISCO Flood sensor, RISCO Smoke sensor), name and zone. Then click on the Pair button.
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After the Risco sensor is added, in the Units tab the user can see unit’s status. In the
example below, the door sensor status log changes whenever the door is opened or closed.

The user can arm or disarm Risco in the Dashboard in Favorites and from the Rooms tab
also.
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There is also a possibility to operate Risco using scenarios. In the Scenarios tab, click on
Add User Scenario section. Then in the new form enter a name of the user scenario or in
this case RISCO USER SCENARIO ARM EVENT and assign an action. Select the Alarm icon,
then the alarm from the filter and option to arm.

There is also an option to use dynamic scenario option with Alarm and sensors and enable
activation of units while condition is applicable.
Example is when “Risco alarm is armed” and sensor “xx” senses movement then action
will be start siren unit, or send “notification” via email or switch garden light on etc…
The options for the scenarios are almost unlimited.
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